Scottish Parliament  
Justice 2 Committee  
Edinburgh  
EH99 1SP  

We wish to give evidence to Justice 2 Committee on the Legal Profession and Legal Aid (Scotland) Bill on Tuesday 9th May 2006  

Dear Convener,  

here is a situation 100 times worse than the Shirley McKie fiasco which Executive Departments are involved in yet again.  

No 1) Legal Profession - We engaged Solicitors who colluded to defraud us with purported defence agents over a period from 1998 - present. This was duly reported to the Law Society of Scotland and case manger David Dickson confirmed in writing this was a matter for Strathclyde Police who to date have lied to protect corruption within the Legal Profession. This incriminates not only Strathclyde Police with Human Rights Violations against us but the Scottish Executive via the First Ministers Crimestoppers which states all are subject to Criminal Investigations. This in our situation is sadly not the case. The Law Society of Scotland also stress when being made aware of Criminality by one of their members they report it right away to the Crown. A Case Managers letter to us in August 1999 confirms this to be inaccurate. This was also confirmed to us by a Strathclyde detective who stated to us that the Law Society of Scotland was fully aware the use of any parties name without their written authority was an act of criminality. The Solicitors in question used peoples names without authority in different actions against us. They repeated this after being reported in 1999 to the Law Society for the same unlawful actions. Using the said parties name illegally exactly one year after being first reported shows their complete disregard for the Police, The Court and Scottish Law. Hence the reason the Law Society of Scotland and Strathclyde Police have attempted to cover this up. This I can assure you will be a futile exercise. At present HMI are investigating Strathclyde Polices' actions regarding our allegations against the Officers who have been presented with evidence of Criminality and lied that they had conducted investigatigons. This can be proved 100% as the witnesses supplied to them can confirm that they have never been interviewed by anyone from Strathclyde Police. Why HMI have failed to engage another Police Force with immediate effect will come to light in due course as Strathclyde Police Freedom of Information Office have confirmed that the only statements they hold are from us, the complainee, and not any from any witnesses they have been supplied with. This Police Force have also lied to our MSP that Criminal investigations did take place. If HMI fail to instruct another Police Force to investigate our allegations this would allow us the right to approach Justice Minister who with the First Minister was fully aware of our situation and this is not Human error. These parties have highlighted in Parliament the McKie Case was Human Error - this cannot be considered as the evidence is conclusive of FRAUD by many wards of Court. Therefore self regulation must be taken off of the Law Society and Sheriffs and Judges must be held accountable for their actions so to ensure the public are proteced.  

No 2) Legal Aid Scotland Bill - This has been an ECHR compliance issue that the Executive have
failed to adopt. The reasons being that Access to Justice and Legal Aid was near impossible to obtain without having a Solicitor. The Legal Services Ombudsman asked the executive to answer in detail why as many people could not obtain legal representation. The answer to this we have provided via No 1. Also we attended an appeal in Court Of Session for the last four years without Legal representation and Legal Aid which is a violation of our Human Rights. This was so the Law Society members would not be exposed for FRAUD. This has resulted in our home having to be sold to cover costs which should have been covered by Legal Aid further highlighting the Executives failure in their duties to the populace. We feel the Legal Aid (Scotland) Bill is an issue that the Scottish Executive can no longer deny the populace considering this bill should have been passed several years ago highlights the Executives part in denying the populace of Scotland access to justice. In our opinion this too little too late for the public that have suffered to date. Is the Executive wanting to start afresh and forget about all the injured parties who have suffered the chance to have legal aid and legal representation which represents Equality in Arms in a Court of Appeal.

We would fully accept an invite to place our evidence before the Justice 2 Committee on May 9th 2006 both orally and documentary but we feel the Justice 2 Committee who have Law Society members in their midst will remove our submission as it is damaging to the Law Society of Scotland and many Executive Departments, mainly Strathclyde Police who have failed in their duties by allowing a cover up of our situation. We have discussed our case openly with Ian McKie and have informed him of a Human Rights Action on our behalf will be lodged in due course. This will ensure the Executive cannot cover up the malice and corruption we have had to endure by Executive employees who have taken it upon themselves to cover for Law Society members involved in Criminality.

If you do find favour and allow us to present evidence on May 9th perhaps the Executive will then be seen to be open, fair and accountable in this investigation. Time well tell if Justice 2 is acting in the populaces best interests or just a smoke screen which will result in you can fool some of the people some of the time but you can't fool all of the people all of the time.

We await your response.

Yours Sincerely,

Mr and Mrs S Davidson.

This will be used as a production in our forthcoming Human Rights action.

CC : Her Majesty's Inspectorate ( Malcolm R Dickson M A )